


Telescopes NowTelescopes Now

When Galileo sought to introduce the telescope to the When Galileo sought to introduce the telescope to the 
study of the heavens in 1609, he had to master the study of the heavens in 1609, he had to master the 
material and mechanical techniques needed for making material and mechanical techniques needed for making 
and improving his instruments, to train himself as an and improving his instruments, to train himself as an 
effective observer, to argue for support from the Senate in effective observer, to argue for support from the Senate in 
Venice or the Medici Family in Florence, to get his results Venice or the Medici Family in Florence, to get his results 
published, noticed and accepted, and to use them to published, noticed and accepted, and to use them to 
advance his position and authority in a developing and advance his position and authority in a developing and 
contentious field. contentious field. 

What practical, political, technical, financial and What practical, political, technical, financial and 
organisational challenges face telescope builders today?organisational challenges face telescope builders today?



Scheme of LectureScheme of Lecture
UC London: my accidental move to astronomyUC London: my accidental move to astronomy
Space telescopes and instrumentation Space telescopes and instrumentation 
RocketRocket--borne telescopes borne telescopes 
European TDEuropean TD--1A satellite1A satellite
BalloonBalloon--borne telescopes borne telescopes 
International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite 
AngloAnglo--Australian Telescope instrumentation Australian Telescope instrumentation 
Image Photon Counting System Image Photon Counting System 
Hubble Space Telescope and Image Photon Detector Hubble Space Telescope and Image Photon Detector 
IPCS observing: IPCS observing: ““Flying CircusFlying Circus””
PalomarPalomar
KittKitt PeakPeak
AngloAnglo--Australian ObservatoryAustralian Observatory
European Southern ObservatoryEuropean Southern Observatory
““BecameBecame”” an astronomer at Palomaran astronomer at Palomar
Generated new branch of observational cosmologyGenerated new branch of observational cosmology
La Palma Observatory: INT; JKT; CATC; William Herschel TelescopeLa Palma Observatory: INT; JKT; CATC; William Herschel Telescope
WHT outside budget and to be cancelled WHT outside budget and to be cancelled 
Saw how WHT could be built for half the price Saw how WHT could be built for half the price 
Proposed to SRC; led study; WHT approved Proposed to SRC; led study; WHT approved 
Director Royal Greenwich Observatory Director Royal Greenwich Observatory 
Built UK Observatory; and built WHT to budget Built UK Observatory; and built WHT to budget 
Director RGO and Royal Observatory EdinburghDirector RGO and Royal Observatory Edinburgh
On to Gemini TelescopesOn to Gemini Telescopes
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THE WILLIAM HERSCHEL TELESCOPE
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13.7 BILLION YEARS










